
New Juvenile Fiction -- MAY
In this graphic novel
for newly
independent readers,
Baloney and friends
step into the
spotlight and
embody all the
charm of childhood
in three short tales
and three
mini-comics that
invite readers to join
the fun!

Teddy Fitzroy, his
family, and some
other FunJungle
employees have been
invited to visit a
bison ranch just
outside Yellowstone
National Park that
FunJungle’s owner,
J.J. McCracken, is
considering
purchasing. But as
usual, trouble isn’t
far behind.

Being "nerdy" in
middle school isn't a
bad thing--I should
know! Me and my
friends are nerds.
Some of us are geeky
but funny, smart but
never boring. One is
a jock but not jerk.
We don't quite fit. But
we're funny. We're fun.
We're total chaos.
And we own it--until
one of us is targeted
by a maniac. It will
take all of our
nerdiest skills to
Sherlock Holmes our
way out of one
dangerous mess.

When a silly prank
lands Squizzard in
deep trouble, he
comes down with a
case of the barnacle
blues. Instead of
going to the Coral
Carnival with his
friends, he'll have to
do the swim-possible
and turn Seaweed
Elementary's
junk-filled basement
into an activity room
for after-school
clubs. But there just
may be hidden
treasures to discover
if Squizzard can stop
all the funny
business long
enough to find them...



"Fred, a scrappy and
lovable dog, gets
cast as a stand-in for
the lead role in Dog
Squad, a show about
crime-fighting dogs,
and he soon finds
out the action
doesn't always stop
on screen"

On the heels of their
wildly successful run
of High School
Musical, the gang
learns of a can't-miss
opportunity—a High
School Musical
convention in the
next state. There's
something for
everyone: panels
about mounting your
next hit show,
cafeteria-tray-dance
workshops, Wildcat
cosplay, and even a
special appearance
from the pooch who
played Sharpay's dog
(well, one of her
puppies, that is).

Ever since Tyler
started getting into
art and hanging out
with Emmie, his
friends and
teammates have
been giving him a
hard time. He
wonders why can’t he
nerd out on drawing
and play ball? Emmie
is psyched that she
gets to work on a
comics project with
her crush, Tyler. But
she gets the feeling
that his friends don’t
think she’s cool
enough. Maybe it’s
time for a total
reinvention.

When Uchenna and
Elliot's classmate
publishes an article
in the school
newspaper about the
Schmoke Brothers,
Professor Fauna
notices something
alarming in a photo.
Mounted on the wall
of the Schmoke's
living room is a single
spiral horn that he's
certain could have
come from only one
animal--a unicorn! To
save these magical
creatures--and to
finally see a unicorn
themselves--the
Unicorn Rescue
Society heads to the
rugged mountains of
Pakistan.



"For generations, the
Silverback troop has
lived in peaceful
seclusion high above
the plains, but when
a new evil descends
on their home, one
young gorilla must
venture into the
unknown to prevent
darkness from taking
hold of all they hold
dear"


